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The Canadian Council of Muslim Women (CCMW) created this kit so that couples can respectfully use their 
heritage to define their marriage. It includes information that is useful to anyone who wants to learn more
about the religious background to their marriage.

In Muslim law, contracts are used to define relationships and protect rights. This kit builds on that tradition 
by suggesting what can be included in a Muslim marriage contract. The kit includes a marriage certificate,
a sample Muslim marriage contract and explanatory notes on what each clause means. For ease of use, the
marriage certificate and the sample marriage contract are provided as separate inserts.

The kit also suggests ways to increase equality between a wife and husband in case of divorce. In traditional
Muslim law, men are free to divorce and women do not have much power to begin a divorce. This inequality
can sometimes lead to husbands refusing to grant a religious divorce after the couple has been legally divorced.
The sample contract in this kit shows different ways to give a wife the power to divorce her husband. When both
husband and wife have the ability to divorce, their relationship can be more equal.

You may use the information in this kit and the sample contract to draw up a contract that suits what you 
want and need. Talk to your partner about what could be in your contract. After you agree, each of you should
get advice from a lawyer about the contract. When you have a contract that suits your needs, both of you should
sign each clause that you agree to.

W H O  S H O U L D  U S E  T H I S  K I T ?

The kit may be used both by couples who are getting married soon and by those who are already married.
It should not be used for a religious marriage without a civil marriage. Do not only get married in a religious
marriage. The best way to protect your civil rights is to have a civil marriage.

Why CCMW created this kit
One:
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W H AT  I S  T H E  K I T  B A S E D  O N ?

The civil examples in the kit are based on the law in Ontario, Canada. We offer this information only as an
example. If you would like to use the model outside of Ontario or Canada, remember that the civil law may be
different in other parts of Canada and in other countries. Remember that this kit is for information: it does

not offer legal advice.

We have used traditional Arabic books of the five main law schools to develop the sample marriage contract
included in the kit. The kit gives some fairly detailed information about this traditional law so that users can
realistically assess it and be aware of both its potential and limitations. Even if you do not consider yourself
strictly bound by the old law, this information can help you to see how the sample contract is rooted in the
Muslim legal tradition. Understanding that tradition can give us a link with the past so that we can evaluate 
it and build on it. (Some of the suggestions included in the Contract and Kit have been used by Muslim 
couples through the centuries to define their marriages, and have also been legislated by governments 
in Muslim-majority countries.)

B E F O R E  Y O U  S I G N  A N Y T H I N G , TA L K  T O  A  L AW Y E R !

Please remember that this kit is only for information. It cannot replace the advice you will get if you talk to 
a lawyer.

Be very careful about giving away your rights in Muslim law or in civil law. If you want to use any of the ideas
in the kit, you should speak to a lawyer. If you are in a conflict, you should speak to a lawyer.
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Muslims see marriage as a bond of affection and commitment. However, marriage is also a contract that the
bride and groom formally offer and accept. Their acceptance of the contract indicates that they agree to certain
rights and obligations. In the West, a Muslim marriage contract is a private document that has religious and
moral power in a couple’s private life.

A Muslim marriage contract does not have to be written on paper. The contract can be made simply through
oral agreement. However, it has become common for people to get a marriage certificate that confirms their
contract. These certificates usually include the signatures of the bride, the groom, and the people who witness
their agreement. Some certificates also say how much dower (mahr) the groom will give to the bride. This is a
basic Muslim marriage contract.

A basic Muslim marriage contract may be expanded. It can draw on Muslim law to include additional declara-
tions about the rights and obligations in the marriage. Expanded contracts define and protect the rights and
obligations of each spouse more fully than a simple basic contract. Muslim marriage contracts that are more
expanded are especially useful in helping to protect the rights of the wife.

In the past, Muslim women have used expanded marriage contracts to define some of the terms of their 
marriage. Families have used expanded marriage contracts to guarantee rights for their daughters. Expanded
contracts are widely used today, both privately and in the legal systems of many Muslim-majority countries.
The right to draw up an expanded Muslim marriage contract is sometimes considered one of the “rights of
women in Islam.”

What is a Muslim marriage 
contract?

Two:
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H O W  I S  R E L I G I O U S  M A R R I A G E  D I F F E R E N T  F R O M  C I V I L  M A R R I A G E ?

A civil marriage is one that is registered with the government. Governments define and can enforce the legal
rights and responsibilities of civil marriages. A couple that is legally married has rights that other couples do 
not have. A religious marriage cannot replace a civil marriage.

H O W  C A N  I  M A K E  S U R E  I  A L S O  H AV E  A  C I V I L  M A R R I A G E ?

In many places, religious marriages can be carried out by people who can register marriages with the government.
If your marriage is conducted by someone who has this power, make sure that you sign two documents: the Muslim
marriage contract and the civil marriage documents. This is the best way to protect your rights under civil law.

H O W  C A N  A  M U S L I M  M A R R I A G E  C O N T R A C T  B E  U S E F U L ?

A Muslim marriage contract may help in pre-marriage counseling. Talking about the terms of the marriage 
contract with your fiancé allows you to explore what you each expect and to define parts of your relationship
before you are married. Many Muslim marriages in the West are between a bride and groom from different 
cultural and ethnic backgrounds. In these relationships the spouses may have very different ideas about marriage,
so talking about your expectations is even more important. If you are already married, the contract allows you
and your husband to talk about your ideas about marriage and divorce.

A Muslim marriage contract can also help a woman to get a religious divorce by having the husband and wife
agree beforehand that she will have this power, just as the man does. Not all women believe that they need a
religious divorce in addition to the civil divorce. They may consider that being legally divorced means that they
are also divorced in the eyes of God. But if a woman does feel that a religious divorce is important, the contract
can give her peace of mind and also allow her husband to demonstrate his trust and respect for her at the 
outset of their marriage.

In most Muslim-majority countries, the law that now exists is a reformed version of the traditional law. This law is
accepted by most of the population as Islamic and is administered by the governments of these countries. Muslims
in the West are in a different position. For us, Muslim law is a private religious matter. It is not controlled by the
government, except when it conflicts with local laws such as those that forbid polygamy. The lack of control by
the government means that we Western Muslims have a great deal of freedom to follow our own conscience
about religious standards and laws. This freedom is strengthened by the fact that Muslim law itself originally
gave individuals, including women, the power to learn about different opinions and to follow the ones that 
we consider the most correct.
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In this atmosphere, it is possible for each couple to create a marriage contract that reflects the principles of
their religion. Perhaps the main restriction of Muslim law is the rule that the contract should not give unfair
advantage to either spouse or reduce the rights of either person.

The contract you create may inform and inspire others. Ultimately, the legal practice of Muslims in the West
may influence developments in the Muslim-majority world.

W I L L  M Y  M U S L I M  M A R R I A G E  C O N T R A C T  B E  E N F O R C E A B L E  B Y  A  C O U RT ?

In most countries, private documents like the Muslim marriage contract do not have much power. Instead,
courts base their decisions on what the civil law says about divorce and child custody.

Some countries do recognize marriage contracts and prenuptial agreements, but the legal power of these
agreements is different in different places. Even in many countries that recognize marriage contracts, the 
courts may not pay much attention to the contracts or enforce them. Sometimes, courts will not enforce the
contract if it includes anything that does not agree with the civil law of that jurisdiction. For example, in Canada,
a marriage contract (Muslim or not) is not legal if it says anything about what will happen to the children if 
the marriage ends. This is because civil law does not permit marriage contracts to address this issue.

Your Muslim marriage contract is more likely to be recognized by the courts if you also have a civil marriage.
To protect yourself, make sure you know your rights and responsibilities according to the civil law where you
live. Speak to a lawyer or visit your local family court.

W H E N  S H O U L D  I  AV O I D  A  M U S L I M  M A R R I A G E  C O N T R A C T ?

If someone offers to marry you in a religious marriage but not a civil marriage, do not agree. The best way 
to be sure that your rights are protected is to also have a civil marriage.

S H O U L D  W E  TA L K  T O  A  L AW Y E R  W H E N  W E  D R AW  U P  O U R  M U S L I M

M A R R I A G E  C O N T R A C T ?

Yes. Hire a lawyer who has experience with family law. Consider the marriage contract carefully. Make sure that
it does not ask you to sign away any of the rights you have under civil family law, such as your financial rights
as a wife. You and your spouse should each hire your own lawyer.
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A Muslim marriage contract is a private contract, but it may potentially become relevant in court proceedings, just
like any other private agreement. A court might see it as a legal document and consider what it says. This could
happen even if you never planned for the contract to be a legal document. For example, a court could look at
the contract if the marriage ends and one of you asks the court to enforce the contract, or if one of you asks for
compensation because your spouse did not follow a condition in the contract. Even if a court does not directly
enforce any part of the contract, the declarations and agreements in the contract may become relevant to 
mediation ordered by the court or to other legal matters.

The Muslim marriage contract may also be ignored by the courts. For example, in Western countries many Muslim
women undergoing divorce have taken legal action to try to enforce the mahr term of their marriage contract.
Some of these actions have been successful, but some have not. This area of the law is still developing, and a
wife cannot be sure that she will receive her mahr even if it is specified in a contract.

I F  I  H AV E  A  R E L I G I O U S  D I V O R C E ,  D O  I  N E E D  A  C I V I L  O N E ?  

Having a religious divorce does not legally end your marriage. Every couple that gets a religious divorce must

also get a civil divorce. If you do not get a civil divorce, the law considers that you are still married and you
will not be able to legally remarry.

You must get a formal court order for a civil divorce. You cannot negotiate a civil divorce through an agreement
such as the Muslim marriage contract.

In a civil divorce, your husband may have to give you money in addition to the mahr in your Muslim marriage
contract, and you may have other rights and responsibilities. Talk to a lawyer. A lawyer can tell you about your
rights under family law. A lawyer can help you get a civil divorce.
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In traditional Muslim law, husbands have the power to divorce freely whenever they wish. Women, however, have
a very restricted right to divorce in traditional law. Fortunately, parts of the Quran and hadith as well as some
parts of traditional law suggest ways of allowing women to begin a divorce. According to some opinions in 
traditional law, a man may give full power of divorce to his wife when they marry or at any other time. Some
traditional law also allows the couple to include conditions in the contract. If any of these conditions are not
followed, the wife can divorce the husband. Conditioned marriage contracts have been used in the past by 
families who wanted to secure a better marriage with more rights for their daughters. In some Muslim-majority
countries, conditioned contracts have been introduced into the law in order to give women greater rights.

W H AT  D O E S  T H E  Q U R A N  S A Y  A B O U T  D I V O R C E ?

Some parts of the Muslim scriptures suggest that both the husband and wife have the right to begin divorce.
Quran 4:128 says: “If a woman fears bad behaviour (nushúz) or neglect from her husband, it will not be any
sin for them to peacefully agree [to separate], for peace is better.”

However, the traditional Muslim law finally decided to make it difficult for the wife to get a divorce. To get a
divorce, she would have to go before a Muslim authority such as a judge and cite grounds. The grounds for divorce
were usually very limited, but one school, the Málikí, did allow a woman to ask for divorce if the marriage was
causing her some kind of “harm” (darar) or if the marriage had come to a point of a “breakdown” (shiqáq).
This was based on Quran 4:35: “If you fear a breakdown [in marriage] between them, send arbiters, one from
his side and one from hers; and if they wish to reconcile, God will bring them together....”
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A wife could also negotiate a divorce with her husband through the khul (also spelled in English khula). However,
a khul divorce usually involved the wife giving up some or all of her mahr and other benefits. The traditional
law also decided that it was up to the husband whether or not to accept negotiations and to grant the divorce.

Most governments of modern Muslim-majority states have reformed the law so that women have more opportunity
to divorce through the courts. Although this has improved the situation, it can still be difficult for women to end
troubled marriages.

It can be even more difficult for Muslim women to get a religious divorce in Western countries. This is because
husbands are not obliged to follow the reformed laws that are enforced in Muslim states. Instead, they might
choose to rely on some of the traditional rules that allow them to refuse a divorce. The Quran (2:229) says that
a man should either “live together in a decent fashion” with his wife or “let her go in the best possible way”.
Most Muslim men will follow the best standard of their religion and quickly grant a religious divorce when the
marriage has broken down. But this is not always the case. Some Muslim women in the West have been denied
religious divorce. Women who want a religious divorce in addition to their civil divorce can also try to find someone
who will judge their case, confirm that they have valid reasons and give them a religious divorce. But it can be
difficult to find someone who will do this, since community leaders are often unwilling to grant divorces.

W H I C H  H A D I T H S I N D I C AT E  T H AT  W O M E N  M A Y  D I V O R C E ?

Some hadiths (stories of the statements and actions of the Prophet) describe the Prophet as allowing women to
initiate divorce. One of these tells how the wife of Thábit ibn Qays ibn Shammás came to the Prophet and said,
“O Messenger of God! I do not blame Thábit for any defect in his character or religion, but I am afraid that I may
commit unbelief [by behaving badly or getting angry at God because of dislike of her husband].” The Prophet
then said to her: “Will you return his garden?” “Yes.” she said. So she returned his garden to him, and the
Prophet told him to divorce her (Bukhárí, Kitáb al-Taláq, Báb al-Khul wa-kayf al-taláq fí-hi; also in the 
Báb al-Taláq of al-Nisá’í and Ibn Májah).

Another hadith concerns a woman called Barírah and her husband Mughíth. The Prophet’s Companion and
cousin Ibn Abbás remembered how Mughíth used to follow Barírah around, weeping so that his tears flowed
down over his beard. The Prophet said to Abbás: “Are you not astonished at Mughith’s love for Barírah and her
intense dislike of him?” He then said to Barírah, “Why don’t you go back to him?” She said, “O Messenger of
God! Are you ordering me to do so?” No, “the Prophet said, “I am only interceding for him.” Barírah then declared:
“I have no use for him” (Bukhárí, Kitáb al-Taláq, Báb shafá‘at al-nabí fí zawj Barírah; also in Abú Dáwúd,
Kitáb al-Taláq; Tirmidhí, Kitáb al-Ridá; Nisá’í, Kitáb Ádáb al-qudát, and other canonical collections).

A third hadith tells about a young girl, apparently still a virgin, who came to the Prophet and informed him
that her father had married her to her cousin against her will. The Prophet allowed her to choose for herself
[i.e. to divorce if she wished]. She then said: “I accept what my father did, but I wanted to make it known to
women that fathers have no say in this matter” (Abú Dáwúd, Kitáb al-Nikáh, Báb fí al-isti’már).
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While these three hadiths might seem to clearly indicate that women should have the right to initiate divorce, this
is not easily accepted in the old tradition. For instance, some of the commentary and titles given to the hadiths by
the authors of the hadith books suggest that the stories were tied to special circumstances, e.g. that Mughíth was
a slave and Barírah’s right to reject him was related to his slave status (there is in fact a dispute about whether he
was a slave or not; see e.g. Sháfi‘í, Umm, V: 131-2). What finally happened is that the traditional law did not grant
women the right to divorce without consent of the husband, except through petition to a judge on the basis of
rather limited grounds. Nevertheless, the survival of such texts in Islamic literature along with provisions of Muslim
law which facilitate divorce tells us that there have been voices arguing for the right of divorce since long ago.

W H AT  D O E S  T R A D I T I O N A L  L AW  S A Y  A B O U T  A D D I N G  C O N D I T I O N S  T O

M A R R I A G E  C O N T R A C T S ?

As in many matters having to do with Muslim law, there are differences of opinion between and even within the
law schools concerning conditioned marriage contracts. This “diversity” (the Arabic term is ikhtiláf) is recognised
and accepted as part of the law, which resembles an ongoing debate more than a fixed set of rules. The diversity
of legal thinking has been preserved in this brief discussion so that you will have a fuller idea of what the Muslim
legal heritage contains and be able to reflect and make your own decisions.

It is the traditional Hanbalite school of law that accepts conditions in a contract most easily. The Hanbalite 
Ibn Qudámah says that conditions that confer some kind of benefit on the woman are allowed. The examples
he gives are that the woman stay in her own house or country, that she not have to travel with the man, and
that he not marry anyone else or take a concubine. These types of conditions, Ibn Qudámah insists, must be
honoured by the husband, and “if he does not, she can get a divorce from a judge.” They are binding, says Ibn
Qudámah, because they do not interfere with the basic requirements of marriage, just as if a woman asked for
a larger dower. Nor, he argues, do they violate the law by arbitrarily forbidding what it allows. The man is still
free to do all that the law allows; it is only that the woman may from her side dissolve the marriage if he does
certain things (Mughní VII, 448).

According to Ibn Qudámah, certain conditions are automatically invalid when a spouse tries to add them to a
marriage contract, although the marriage itself will still be valid. Examples of conditions that are automatically
invalid are that a wife does not get mahr (dower) or support, that the husband not have full intercourse with
her, or that he spends more or less time with her than with his other wives. These conditions are invalid, says
Ibn Qudámah, because they take away rights before the contract is even concluded and are therefore contrary
to its intended effect. Even if such invalid conditions are added, however, the marriage itself remains valid 
since the rejected conditions are considered superfluous additions that do not affect the basic soundness of the
contract (Mughní VII, 450). In addition, if a woman agrees on a certain amount of support as part of the marriage
contract, it is not binding and she can go back on the agreement, according to Ibn Qudámah (Mughní VII, 450-51).
This is because full support according to what the man is able to provide is a basic right of the wife which 
cannot be taken away.
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The other law schools, that is the Hanafites, Sháfiites, Málikites and Shiites, are traditionally reluctant to allow
conditions, apart from those which are already in accord with the contract such as the amount of mahr and 
the schedule of mahr payment. These four schools do, however, agree with the Hanbalites that conditions that
affect the wife’s rights such as limitations on support, non-payment of mahr, or limitations on inheritance are
automatically void, with the contract remaining valid (see for example Sháfi’í, Umm V, 79-80; Hillí, Tahrír II, 34).

Despite some reluctance on the part of traditional law to allow conditions in a marriage contract, many Muslims
today regard a conditioned contract as one of the “rights of women in Islam,” and some modern Muslims
states use the contract in their legal systems as a way to give women greater rights.

W H AT  D O E S  T R A D I T I O N A L  L AW  S A Y  A B O U T  D E L E G AT I N G  A  P O W E R  O F

D I V O R C E  T O  T H E  W I F E ?

The action through which a groom or husband transfers his power of divorce to his bride or wife is variously
called tawkíl “power of attorney”, tafwíd, “delegation,” tamlík “complete transfer of power” or takhyír,
“choosing.” These different expressions, which have somewhat different meanings, come up in discussions
about what the precise nature of the action of delegating divorce is in technical legal terms. Tafwíd is probably
the most common term, and the English equivalent “delegation” is used in this discussion for convenience.

Delegation of divorce grows out of the fact that traditional law does not give women independent power of
divorce, leaving them with limited opportunity to get out of unsuitable marriages. It seems that this strict law
did not adequately answer the social requirements of mediaeval Muslim society. One of the solutions of the
scholars was to have the groom or husband delegate his power of divorce to his wife. The husband does this 
of his own free will, while still retaining his own right to divorce. Divorce can be delegated at the time of 
marriage or sometime after.

Delegation gives the woman a power of divorce that she can use independently without having to depend 
on any court or authority. Delegation also has the advantage over a right of divorce activated by violation of
conditions that the woman does not have to tie the divorce to particular circumstances mentioned in the contract.
This is important because she might some day have reasons for divorce that she could not foresee when the
contract was drawn up. Even though allowing the wife to divorce through a conditioned contract is widely
known and discussed among Muslims today, there is actually more agreement in the traditional law on 
divorce through delegation.

This does not mean that delegation of divorce to the wife is easily allowed in traditional law or that everyone
agrees that it is valid. As in most matters having to do with Muslim law, there are differences of opinion between
the law schools concerning aspects of delegation and even different opinions within individual schools. This
“diversity” (in Arabic, ikhtiláf) is recognised and accepted as part of the law, which resembles an ongoing
debate more than a fixed set of rules. The diversity of Muslim legal thinking has been preserved in this brief 



discussion so that you will have a fuller idea of what the legal heritage contains and be able to reflect and
make your own decisions. Note, however, that there are still many more opinions and nuances than those 
mentioned below. Although there are not many translations of Muslim law books into European languages,
we mention translations wherever we can so that readers can find them in libraries and explore the discussions
further for themselves.

Differences of opinion about delegation of divorce among the traditional scholars revolve largely around legal
technicalities. But they also reveal a tension between desire to facilitate divorce for women on the one hand
and reluctance to allow them independent power on the other. Some legal scholars and schools seem to want
to give women the right to divorce, while others allow delegation but place limits on it that reduce its impact
or even empty it of meaning. Nevertheless, the existence of lengthy and very specific discussions of delegation
in the traditional legal books indicates that the need and right of women to sometimes take the decision to
divorce gained some recognition in Muslim law and that some women actually did hold a delegated power 
of divorce. Many reformists today also favour delegation.

Three key questions arose in discussions of delegation. One was whether the delegation was revocable, that is
whether the husband could withdraw it before it was used, or not. A second question was how long the delegation
could last. A third question was whether the husband was delegating one divorce or more. The significance 
of this point was that one or two pronouncements of divorce can be retracted by the husband, whereas three
pronouncements make the divorce definitive and final, leaving the husband with no more opportunity to take
his wife back. Different opinions on these questions either strengthened or weakened the woman’s power.

The Hanafites (the most widespread school of law in Muslim-majority countries today) granted the most power.
The Hanafites settled on a method of delegation that ensured that the husband could not withdraw it, made the
delegation last permanently, and allowed for delegation of three divorces or a final divorce of some other kind.

The Hanafites made delegation irrevocable by insisting that the action of a husband giving his wife the power
to divorce herself from him possibly against his will could not logically be described as a mere revocable “power
of attorney” (tawkíl). Rather, they classed the action as true delegation (tafwíd) or even “complete transfer of
power” (tamlík), which are not revocable. This, however, raised another problem. The legal actions known as
tafwíd and tamlík are limited to the “session” (majlis) in which they are discussed. Thus they expire once the
couple parts company, or even when the subject of conversation is changed. That problem was solved by extending
the delegation beyond the session into the indefinite future through verbal formulas expressing the husband’s
intent to do so. The law books sometimes discuss delegation under the headings of those formulas; for example,
“the affair in the hand.” Finally, triple or final divorce was secured through allowing the husband to specify it
in his delegation, either explicitly or through words reasonably alluding to that intent, e.g. “your affair is in
your hand” (amruki bi-yadiki). These Arabic formulas for permanent delegation of divorce approved by the
Hanafite school are used in the Sample Marriage Contract included in this kit.
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These strategies allowed by the Hanafites point to the desire of the traditional scholars not only to give 
women power to divorce, but also to allow husbands to cooperate with their wives in arranging the couple’s
relationship between themselves.

Before reviewing the positions of the other schools, we present short excerpts illustrating the principles just
outlined from two Hanafite law books available in English (for a full account of Hanafite doctrine in the original
Arabic, see Sarakhsí, Mabsút VI, 196-223). Marghínání (12th century) says in the chapter on delegation of
divorce in his famous Hidáyah (“Guide”):

If he says to her, “Divorce yourself whenever you like,” then she has the right to divorce herself

within the session and thereafter (p. 600) and If he says to her, “You are divorced as many times

as you like,” or “what you like,” then she can divorce herself as she likes [i.e. with one or two

divorces, which would allow the husband to take her back during the waiting period if he

wished, or with three, which would make the divorce immediately final] (p. 605).

The 17th-century scholar al-Haskafi says in his al-Durr al-Mukhtár (“Choice Pearl”):

She cannot divorce herself after that, i.e. after the meeting [session], except when he had added

to his saying “Divorce thyself ” [talaqí nafsaki] and similar expressions [for example] the words

“Whenever thou desirest” [matta shi’ti] or “As long as thou desirest” [matta má shi’ti]. In such

a case the exercise of the power is not limited to the same meeting and it is not valid for the 

husband to retract (p. 172).

Readers looking further into either of these translations will see that most of the discussion is taken up with
pointing out circumstances that would give the wife something less than a final divorce whenever she wanted
it, for example the wife interrupting a session in which an offer of delegation is made or the husband offering
less than one divorce or not specifying the number of divorces. The authors make it clear that this can be avoided
by clearly specifying these matters, as has been done in the sample marriage contract.

The Málikites also allow delegation. The Mudawwanah of Sahnún, a key Málikite work recording answers to
legal questions said to have been given by Málik himself, devotes a substantial chapter to the subject.

The strongest kind of delegation in Málikite law is takhyír, “choosing.” Choosing is in general irrevocable, that
is the husband cannot withdraw the choice he has given. The Málikites also say that choosing will almost certainly
result in a final divorce, even if that is not specified. Málik states in the Mudawwanah that if a husband invites
a wife to “choose herself” (ikhtárí nafsaki) and she takes up the option by replying that she does choose herself,
she is completely divorced and the husband cannot deny it by claiming that he meant only one or two (and
therefore retractable) divorces. The reason given by Málik for the basic finality of divorce through choosing and
inability of the husband to deny it is that real choice has to include the ability of the wife “either to stay with
or permanently separate from him [the husband]” (II, 373-4).
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Traditional Málikite authorities are generally reluctant, however, to make delegation last indefinitely. Although they
do not limit delegation to the “session” in which it is given, there is a feeling that it should be used within a
short time. There is even talk – as far as we know, unique in Muslim discussions of delegation – of need for
intervention of a judge, the function of the judge being to question the woman about her decision as soon 
as it becomes known that divorce has been delegated. It is said that the couple must then be separated until
the woman gives her answer (which should, again, be very soon) in order to prevent intercourse taking place
between the couple while the status of the marriage is in doubt. Málik himself is said to have had a different
opinion, ruling that the wife retains the right of divorce delegated to her without any time limit unless the 
couple has intercourse (Mudawwanah II, 377; also in French in Bousquet’s translation of the Mukhtasar of
Khalíl, p. 92). In either case, the Málikite traditional law, or at least the Málikite opinions surveyed for this
account, do not see divorce delegated to a wife as a very durable power.

The Málikites, however, also use power of attorney (tawkíl) to secure the right of a woman to divorce. A power
of attorney in Muslim law is normally revocable, which makes it less than ideal for this purpose. But the Málikites
say that if the power of attorney is linked to a “right given to the woman in addition to the power of attorney,
such as preventing him from marrying another wife”, he cannot revoke it (Háshiyat Dasúqí, II, 405-6). Traditional
scholars often give taking a second wife as an example of a reason a woman would divorce using the power
gained through delegation or a conditioned contract. One receives the impression that a desire on the part of
women or the parents of brides to escape polygamy was an important incentive for the legal scholars to devise
legal means for women’s divorce.

The tension between wishing to place time limits on a wife’s delegated divorce, as if the delegation were related
to some temporary disturbance between the couple, and wanting to extend delegation into the future is also
evident in Sháfiite discussions. Reviewing the various opinions of the school, al-Malíbárí al-Hindí reports the
view that a woman’s reply of “I divorce myself” to the phrase “divorce yourself if you wish” has to come
“immediately” or at least “after a [very] short time.” Others (Malíbárí names three scholars, though he disagrees
with them) said that “immediacy is not required in the case of [the man adding] ‘whenever you wish’ [matta

shi’ti], and the woman may divorce when she wishes” (Fath IV, 25; a brief statement from the famous ‘Umdat

al-sálik of Ibn al-Naqíb agreeing with this opinion is found in English translation in Keller, Reliance p. 557).

Malíbárí also points out, however, that the man may revoke his delegation. This view, which is quite the 
opposite of that held by the Hanafites, seems to be widespread among the Sháfiites (e.g. Shirbíní Mughní III, 286);
but some Sháfiite scholars do disagree and hold that delegation of divorce to the wife cannot be revoked (Nawawí,
Majmú‘, XVII, 89, mentioning an opinion with which the author, however, does not agree). The difference may be
due to whether delegation is defined as true tafwíd or merely a power of attorney (see Linant de Bellefonds II, 333).
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Similar to the Málikite doctrine, some Sháfiites also say that a husband may not revoke delegation of divorce to his
wife if the delegation is attached to a condition. Malíbárí gives the interesting example of a condition that the
wife may divorce if the husband hits her without provocation (in which case the burden of proof that he was
provoked would fall on him) (Fath IV, 25). Note that Canadian law does not allow physical abuse for any 

reason, including supposed provocation. Physical abuse is always illegal and may be prosecuted.

The Sháfiites say that a delegated divorce is final if at least one of the spouses makes it explicit that it includes
three divorces while the other spouse intends three, even if he or she does not state that explicitly (Nawawí,
Minhaj trans. Howard, 329).

The Hanbalites go some way toward making delegation last and making the divorce that results from it final.
Buhútí speaks of a consensus of the school that power of divorce delegated to the wife through the phrase
“your affair is in your hand” is not limited to the session, but may be taken up at will (Kashsháf V, 291). Regarding
delegation through “choosing” (takhyír), Ibn Qudámah also says that even though the power of divorce issuing
from it normally has to be used right away (Mughní VIII, 294), it may be made to last by a phrase such as “when
you like” or “whenever you like”, (matta-má shi’ti) (ibid., 296). However, the husband may retract both kinds of
delegation by either canceling them verbally or having intercourse with his wife (ibid. 296 and 287-8; Kashsháf

V, 292; but Linant de Bellefonds II, 331, speaks of some Hanbalite opinion allowing true cession).

Here we see relaxing of one limitation, i.e. the duration of the woman’s power to divorce, emptied of meaning by
insistence on another, i.e. the right of a husband to revoke that power. This is a common problem with delegation
of divorce outside the Hanafite school, where it is not a very sure or reliable power. The Hanbalite Ibn Qudámah
does, however, acknowledge another strategy for women’s divorce sometimes seen in Muslim law. This involves
a man promising to grant a divorce in the future in exchange for a certain sum (using a phrase such as “whenever
you give me”), in which case, according to Ibn Qudámah, the promise is binding and may be taken up by the
wife either immediately or later as she likes (Mughní VIII, 200.)

On the question of whether a delegated divorce may be final or not, Ibn Qudámah says that the statement of a
woman who holds the power of divorce through delegation (tawkíl) that she “divorces herself” is necessarily a
general one, covering the whole of the matter it refers to, so that it must count for three divorces. Thus the man’s
claim that it means only one divorce cannot be accepted, since it is contrary to what the statement clearly means
(ibid, 291, 298). Ibn Qudámah confirms that a woman’s divorce based on delegation established by the phrase
“your affair is in your hands” also automatically results in three divorces (ibid. 297). Buhútí adds that Ibn Hanbal
himself “repeatedly gave his opinion to this effect” and that the same reasoning is applicable when the husband
tells his wife to “divorce yourself whenever you wish” (Kashsháf V, 292).
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Twelver Shiite traditional law seems to have had the least favourable attitude toward delegation of divorce to
the wife. This may be because the Shiites are more cautious than the other schools about divorce in general, as
seen in their insistence that a man’s divorce be witnessed and their forbidding of the quick triple and all other
bida divorces. There is even controversy in the school about whether “choosing,” the generally least radical
kind of delegation, is admissible. Some allow it (al-Sharíf al-Murtada is a strong advocate; see Rasá’il I, 241),
but many do not (see the summaries of Túsí in Khiláf IV, 469 and ‘Allámah Hillí in Mukhtalaf V, 338).

The Shiites, however, have a special attitude toward their traditional law. The crucial factor for a Shiite believer
in determining a legal standard is not the old books, but rather the edicts of a number of living Ayatollahs
recognised as qualified authorities. Ayatollah Sístání, the most prominent Shiite jurist in the world today, says
that if a woman “lays a condition at the time of marriage that if her husband goes on a journey or, for example,
does not give her support for six months, she will be his wakíl (authorised deputy) for her own divorce, the
condition is in order” (www.sistani.org). Here Ayatollah Sístání, similar to the Málikites and Sháfiites and probably
also in accord with a part of the old Shiite tradition, secures the right of a woman to divorce through a power of
attorney (tawkíl) tied to particular conditions. Note that Ayatollah Sístání’s opinion does not necessarily represent
all modern Shiite views. Other authorities may have different views on powers of attorney and delegation, since
the opinions of Ayatollahs can vary widely and it is possible for fresh opinions to appear as new figures emerge.

Persons wanting to move forward on the basis of Muslim law are evidently faced with sorting out, selecting
and building on traditional opinions. The sample marriage contract in this kit depends on this approach. In the
case of delegation of divorce, for instance, the solution offered draws most directly on Hanafite law, though it
also resembles parts of the doctrine of other schools.

Moving forward on the basis of Muslim law may also be facilitated by participating in an existing reform 
movement. For instance, creating a modern marriage contract acceptable to the Muslim community is made
easier by the fact that expanded contracts have already been in use for some time in a number of Muslim-
majority countries. Delegation of divorce (tafwíd) is included in a marriage contract issued by the government
of Pakistan (reproduced in Carroll, 50-52) and a contract recently issued by “The Muslim Institute” in Britain
(http://www.musliminstitute.com/pdfs/Muslim_Marriage_Contract.pdf). One phrase of the delegation clause of
the sample contract in this Kit is actually drawn from the Pakistani document, and parts of the contract relating
to mahr depend on the language of an Acknowledgement of Sufficiency of Maher document in use by the
Canadian Ismaili community.
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These strategies may not, however, be sufficient to overcome basic problems deeply embedded in the traditional
law. The problem in the case of delegation of divorce is that even though the woman is given the ability to
independently divorce, it is derivative. She depends on the man’s consent to that ability, so complete equality is
not achieved. Some women’s groups in Pakistan have tried to address this problem by suggesting that the official
contract assume delegation and include a clause for the husband to sign only if he wants to refuse to delegate
divorce (Carroll, 52). Others (Carroll, 10-11) have approached the problem of women’s divorce by referring not
to the law but the Quran alone, citing as a model the Prophet’s offer of divorce to his wives mentioned in Surah 33,
verses 28-29. This may or may not address the derivative nature of delegated divorce; but the Prophet’s offer of
divorce, in any case, is partly the inspiration for discussion of delegation in the traditional law, and the traditional
law generally views the episode as pointing to a choice requiring an answer in a very short time rather than a
durable power.

We know of no discussion of delegation of divorce to the wife and issues relating to it in English, although the
French scholar Linant de Bellefonds does touch on it briefly in his Traité de droit musulman comparé (vol. 2,
pp. 331-33 & 358-9). For those who know Arabic, al-Khafíf’s Muhádarát and al-Jazírí’s Fiqh cover more. Fareeha
Khan’s article “Tafwíd al-Taláq: Transferring the Right to Divorce to the Wife” reviews historical instances of
tafwíd and the pro-tafwíd opinion of a traditional Indian scholar in the early 20th century. For details of these
works, see the Bibliography at the end of the Kit.

W H E R E  C A N  I  L E A R N  M O R E  A B O U T  T R A D I T I O N A L  L AW ?

The Muslim part of the Canadian Council of Muslim Women’s Muslim and Canadian Family Laws: 

A Comparative Primer (Toronto: CCMW, 2006) is a quick reference for many aspects of the traditional laws
mentioned in this kit. The Primer includes citations from many of the best known traditional law books of 
the four Sunnite and Jafari (i.e. Twelver Shiite) schools.
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This section explains what is in the marriage certificate and in each clause of the sample contract. Read it carefully.
Think about how you want to use the sample contract. You may want to use the contract as it is, sign some
parts of it and cross out others, or write your own version. Talk to your partner about what could be in your
contract. After you agree on what you want, get advice from a lawyer. Remember that you and your partner
should each talk to your own lawyer.

M A R R I A G E  C E R T I F I C AT E

The writing in Arabic calligraphy on the certificate is from the Quran and is verse 21 of Súrat al- Rúm. Here is
an English translation of this verse:

God created for you spouses from among yourselves in order that you may have tranquility and

contentment with one another, and God placed in your hearts love and care for each other.

Surely in this there are signs for people who reflect.

The certificate confirms the contract between you and your husband. The paragraph on this certificate says the
contract is something you have both agreed to. It states the full name, date of birth and citizenship of both the
bride and groom. It says where the marriage took place and who witnessed the wedding. To show where the
contract will take effect, it states where the couple plans to live. The final statement on the certificate says that
you both know that you have civil rights in family law and signing the contract does not take away those rights.

Important note about the law: A person who is dishonest about their name, age or citizenship can be
charged with fraud in criminal court.

Explanatory Notes
Four:
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S A M P L E  M A R R I A G E  C O N T R A C T

Part 1 Declarations relating to marriage

The first part of the contract includes nine declarations about the rights and obligations of the husband and wife. It
includes declarations that say that each person is free to marry and promises to be monogamous. This section also
includes clauses that define the marriage and the mahr. Finally, it outlines how the spouses will treat each other.

Declaration that we are free to marry

When you sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• you are not married in any way to another person in any other place,
• you have not promised to marry anybody else in any other place,
• you are not involved in a divorce,
• any past divorce is complete before you sign this contract, and
• if you were divorced in the past, your divorce is valid in the place where the couple plans to live.

Important note about the law: A person who is dishonest when they sign this section can be charged
with fraud in criminal court.

Declaration of monogamy

When you sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• you will not marry any other person while this marriage exists and while you are able to exercise
a right of divorce.

Note that the traditional Hanbalite law school freely allowed a condition of monogamy in the marriage contract.
Other schools allowed the wife a power of attorney for divorce that was tied to a condition of monogamy – for
more information about this right, refer to page 13. The Prophet Muhammad had no other spouse while he was
married to his first wife Khadijah, and Ali ibn Abi Talib, the husband of the Prophet’s daughter Fatimah, also
took no other wife while she was alive.

Important note about the law: The sample contract says “while each of us is able to exercise a right of
divorce” to protect women. If a contract includes this phrase, a woman who is denied a Muslim divorce will
not be prevented from remarrying.



Declaration of type of marriage

This declaration says that the marriage is a nikáh, or regular Muslim marriage.

When you sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• the marriage is not meant to last only for a fixed term, as in a mutah marriage, and
• the marriage is not one of the “lesser contract” marriages such as clandestine (sirrí ), itinerant

(misyár), or customary (urfí ) marriage.

A mutah marriage involves specific words and procedures different from those of a nikáh. A mutah marriage
contract states exactly how long the marriage will last and the amount of money to be paid immediately to the
mutah wife, so it should be obvious if the marriage is really a mutah.

When you sign this declaration, you are also saying that:

• neither the husband nor wife is secretly planning to divorce at some later time.

Most scholars have forbidden marrying with a hidden intention of divorce (Arabic: al-zawáj bi-níyat al-taláq),
and almost all Muslims regard it as unethical and un-Islamic. But the matter continues to be discussed. When
people talk about marrying with intention to divorce, they often use the example of a Muslim man marrying a
citizen in order to immigrate to or study in a foreign country.

Declaration of mahr – amount

This is the place in your marriage contract to say what mahr you have agreed to. A Muslim marriage contract
always includes a mahr. Even if the contract does not mention mahr, it is still part of the contract and the husband
must pay a reasonable amount. If the contract does not say how much the mahr will be, the couple may agree
on it after they are married.

Muslim legal scholars say that agreements about mahr are automatically void if they say that:

– the wife must give up mahr,
– an arbitrator will decide the amount of the mahr, or
– one spouse can decide by themselves how much the mahr will be.

If an agreement about mahr is declared void, the contract itself and the marriage are still valid.

According to Muslim law, contracts should clearly state the amount of the mahr. Description of the mahr should
not be vague or ambiguous. Most opinions of the traditional legal schools also say that the mahr should be
substantial and something tangible, with real value. Some of the Muslim legal schools set a minimum dower in
the currency of their times. No legal maximum is set by any school, although it is also recommended that the
wife not ask for too much. The husband may raise the amount of the mahr after marriage, if the wife agrees.
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Both traditional and modern authorities insist that the mahr is not part of an exchange and not a sign that the
marriage contract is a contract of sale. Still, some Muslims feel that the mahr looks like an exchange, and so
they choose to agree on a small, symbolic amount of mahr or a symbol such as a ring.

Couples who want the mahr to have legal power should talk to a lawyer. Here are some possible reasons why
courts might not enforce the mahr in your marriage contract:

– the legal system where you live does not recognize the contract as a legal document,
– the judge or courts consider that mahr is a religious matter,
– a husband believes that what he paid his wife in the civil divorce covers the mahr, and
– the judge does not believe that women should get any more money than they get in the civil

divorce award.

Muslim law includes a very strong principle that a woman owns and controls her own property, including her
mahr. However, in many Western civil courts it is possible that a mahr that was paid before divorce may be
counted as part of the joint marital assets. To preserve the woman’s ownership of the mahr, you should make 
it clear that it belongs only to the woman. The mahr should not be mixed with other family assets. To achieve
this, we suggest that you use wording such as: “Both parties agree that the mahr is to be considered property
or an asset owned by the wife prior to the marriage, not divisible if a divorce occurs.” Talk to a lawyer about
how to word this so that it is more likely to be effective in the court system where you live.

When you sign this declaration you are saying that:

• the amount of the mahr was freely agreed to by both of you,
• the wife can take the husband to court if he does not pay the mahr agreed to in the 

contract, and
• the mahr belongs only to the wife.

Declaration of mahr – time of payment

The mahr is considered to be owed to the wife by the husband. Traditional Muslim law says that the entire mahr

is due upon marriage and may be claimed by the wife at any time, unless the couple has made other arrangements.
This declaration says what the couple has agreed to about when the husband will pay the mahr. Some couples
agree that some of the mahr will be paid immediately and that the rest will be due at some later date or when
the marriage ends by divorce or death. Your contract could also say that all of the mahr will be paid immediate-
ly, that it will be paid in installments, or that it will not be paid unless the couple divorces or the husband dies.

If the husband dies and any of the mahr has not been paid, traditional Muslim law counts the unpaid mahr as
a debt against the husband’s estate, separate from the wife’s inheritance. If you want to say this, add a sentence
to this part of the contract.

When you sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• you both agree about when the husband will pay the mahr to you.
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Declaration about obedience

Most societies in the world give men more power than women. The idea that a man has power over his wife is
found in traditional understandings of many religions such as Christianity, Judaism, and Hinduism. It is also taken
for granted by many non-religious people. This common view is also reflected in traditional Muslim law, which
assumes that a wife is under her husband’s authority and that she should obey him.

Traditional Muslim law says that the wife has three basic duties of obedience. It says that she:

– must live in the same house with her husband,
– must not leave the house without her husband’s permission except to visit relatives, and
– should not refuse to have sexual relations with her husband if she does not have a

valid excuse (such as that she is menstruating or ill).

The Canadian Council of Muslim Women believes that marriages should be based on equality and respect. We have
included this declaration as one way to show that both the husband and wife want their marriage to be based
on these values. We do not believe that obedience of a wife to her husband is part of an ideal Muslim marriage.
We recall the example of the Prophet who is said to have consulted with his beloved wife Khadijah about his
first experience of revelation and with his wife Umm Salamah about an important treaty. In some traditional Christian
wedding vows the wife pledged to obey the husband, but many Christians today refuse to mention obedience.

When you sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• you want your relationship to be based on equality and mutual respect,
• both spouses should consult with each other, and
• neither of you has power over the other.

The traditional law books include long discussions of the wife’s duty to obey her husband and the husband’s
right to discipline her (see next declaration) if she disobeys him. Some conservatives may argue that the wife’s
obedience is at the centre of the contract and one of the rights that cannot be taken away from husbands.

Declaration of no force or violence

Traditional law says that a husband may have the right to discipline a wife who is disobedient. He is allowed 
to distance himself from her or to stop supporting her. He may also hit her; although the law and a number of
well-known hadiths define this as light hitting that does not involve physical harm. Aishah, wife of the Prophet,
is reported to have declared: “The Messenger of God, peace be upon him, absolutely never hit any of his wives
or any servant, and he never raised his hand against anything at all except to fight in the way of God” (Sahíh

Muslim, in the Book of Virtues).

When you sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• you will not use violence of any kind in the marriage, and
• you will not use force or pressure in your personal relations.
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You are also saying that:

• each spouse has a full right to decide about matters of intimate relations.

Important note about the law: Canadian law does not allow physical abuse for any reason, including dis-
obedience. Physical abuse is always illegal. People who use force or violence can be charged with a criminal
offence. Canadian criminal law also prohibits rape within marriage. A man who rapes his wife can be charged
with the criminal offence of sexual assault.

Declaration about education and work

When you sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• you and your spouse support each other in her or his wish to get a specific level of education.
• you and your spouse recognize the right of the other to work, including outside the home.

This clause is not relevant to every situation, but we included it because Muslim societies value education.

Declaration about household responsibilties

When you sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• you agree to share housework equally with your spouse, being considerate about all of the
other burdens of daily life on your spouse, and

• you will be respectful and constructive if you feel the division of housework is unequal or unfair.

Part 2 Declarations relating to religious divorce

This part of the sample contract includes five important declarations about divorce. Read each one carefully.
Make sure that you understand what each declaration means.

Declaration of seeking reconciliation before divorce

When you sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• you will try to reconcile before you start a religious or civil divorce.

This declaration builds on traditional law in several ways. The Quran encourages reconciliation. For example,
Verse 4:35 says: “If you fear a breakdown [in marriage] between them, send arbiters, one from his side and one
from hers; and if they wish to reconcile, God will bring them together....” Although divorce is legally allowed, several
sayings of the Prophet as well as discussions in the law books condemn it, as in the famous hadith: “The Prophet
of God, peace be upon him, said: The permitted thing most hated by God is divorce” (Ibn Májah, Book of Divorce

in the Chapter on the detestability of divorce). These warnings against hasty divorce were aimed at men, since it
was men who had free power of divorce.
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But the Quran also recognises that when a couple cannot establish a harmonious relationship, it may be better to
end the marriage. Thus we see that in the verse cited above, reconciliation depends on the wish of both the husband
and wife to continue the marriage. Quran 2:229 recommends that a man who has already divorced his wife twice
should either “continue to live together with her in a decent fashion or let her go in the best way possible.”

Muslim law also recognises that although divorce is generally undesirable, it may be necessary in some 
circumstances. For this reason, the scholars considered that the moral quality of a divorce depended on the 
circumstances. In one typical classification, divorce is said to be detestable (makrúh) “if a man divorces his wife
while their relationship is going well and each is attending to the rights of another,” but actually recommended
(mandúb) if there is a “breakdown” (referring again to Quran 4:35), relations are not good and rights are not
being fulfilled from either side (Túsí, Wasílah, 319). Neither the Quran nor the traditional law says that a

woman or a man should stay in an abusive marriage.

Declaration of divorce in writing

In traditional law, the husband can carry out divorce by himself. He can divorce by simply saying so. The husband
can divorce his wife without documents or court action. His wife does not need to be with him when he 
pronounces divorce against her, and he does not need to tell her immediately about the divorce. In every 
tradition except the Shiite school, he does not need witnesses to the divorce.

People can easily be confused about whether a divorce has actually taken place, because there are different
opinions about which words result in a divorce, whether or not a divorce is valid when the man pronounces it
in anger, and what words or actions prove that a man has taken his wife back during the waiting period (iddah).

When you sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• you will tell each other, in writing, if you start a religious divorce

This declaration says that a divorce cannot take place unless it is put in writing, is signed and dated, and is
notarized or commissioned. By signing this declaration, the couple knows that they will be told explicitly and
immediately if they are involved in a Muslim divorce. According to Shiite law, a divorce must be witnessed by
two valid witnesses. Members of this school should add the names and signatures of the witnesses to the 
document confirming that a divorce has been started.

Remember that in the case of a man’s Sunnah divorce, the divorce has not really taken place and become final
until the end of the waiting period.
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Declaration of following the practice (Sunnah) of the Prophet, peace be upon him

This declaration describes the kind of traditional divorce considered to be closest to the Sunnah. The best
Sunnah divorce requires the husband to pronounce divorce once and then let the wife go at the end of a 
waiting period, giving her all of her mahr. The clause describes

• when the husband may pronounce taláq,
• how long the husband must wait before the divorce is final, and
• what happens if the wife agrees to return during the waiting period.

By signing each clause in this section, the husband is promising that he will:

• maintain his wife at least until the end of the waiting period, in addition to any payments 
due to her under civil law,

• not pronounce taláq if he knows that his wife is pregnant,
• only follow the Sunnah practices of divorce, and
• pay any mahr still due when the divorce is final.

When your husband signs this declaration, he is agreeing to follow these best practices of the Prophet, peace
be upon him.

Declaration about where we will get a civil divorce

When you both sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• each of you will only seek a divorce in the place where you plan to live.

We have included this declaration to make sure that each spouse knows what laws apply to them in case of
divorce. Sometimes a spouse begins divorce in a different place as a way to escape their responsibilities by 
paying lower amounts of support or having fewer obligations after the divorce. This can happen if a man living
in a Western country tries to get a divorce in a Muslim-majority country in which the laws are less favourable to
women. A man’s divorce in some Muslim-majority countries may take a shorter time than divorce in the West. By
signing a declaration such as this one in your contract, your husband is pledging that he will not get a foreign
divorce before civil proceedings are started in the place where you live. This declaration does not guarantee

that your husband will not divorce you in another country. It only gives you a possible argument against 
him in court if he does so.

Declaration about ending a marriage subsisting in another jurisdiction

When you both sign this declaration, you are saying that:

• each of you agrees that after you have a civil divorce, you will give your spouse a divorce in
any foreign jurisdiction that does not recognize your Canadian divorce.
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It is most likely that your civil divorce will be recognized, but there is still a small possibility that some Muslim-
majority countries may not easily acknowledge foreign civil divorces. This may happen if your marriage was 
registered in that country. If your marriage is registered in any way outside of Canada, one way to protect 
yourself is to ask your lawyer to put a condition on your civil divorce settlement that requires your husband 
to give you a divorce overseas before the civil divorce can be completed.

Part 3 Granting power of divorce to the wife

This section of the sample contract gives you four choices about how the wife can have a power of divorce.
Read the four options carefully. Each option is different, and only the first one gives the husband and wife truly
equal rights to divorce. The last option is the least equal because it says that the wife can only get a religious
divorce under certain conditions.

Choose the option that fits best with your own views and feelings. Include that option in your marriage 
contract. If you copy the sample contract from this kit, make sure that you only sign one of the four options.
Strike out the three options that you do not sign.

Here is a summary of each option, from the most to the least equal:

A) Religious divorce upon civil divorce says that the husband and wife will consider that they have a religious
divorce if they have a civil divorce. This option allows equal rights to divorce for both the spouses.

B) Power of divorce through delegation says that the husband can delegate his power of divorce to the 
wife. This is the option discussed on pages 10–16 of this Kit. It is not as equal as the first option, because 
it depends on the husband agreeing to give his wife the power of divorce. The sample contract includes two
possible phrases: “Divorce yourself whenever you wish with a final divorce” or “Your affair is in your hand for 
a final divorce, or three divorces”. These are both translations of formulas specified in the Arabic law books,
as discussed in the section on delegation of divorce.

C) Husband’s Sunnah divorce upon civil divorce says that the husband agrees that he will immediately
divorce his wife by the Sunnah divorce if there is a civil divorce.

D) Divorce upon violation of stated conditions lists conditions that both the husband and wife agree to
which would allow the wife to divorce. This option is the least equal.

We have suggested four conditions that would give the wife the right to divorce if they were violated. You may
add other conditions. Remember to ask a lawyer to look at the contract before you sign it. You may agree to
sign, or not to sign, any of the conditions listed in your contract. Make sure that you do not sign any condition
that might affect your rights under civil family laws.
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The wife will not automatically be divorced if the husband breaks one of the conditions. Rather, if the husband
breaks a condition, the wife can choose to divorce her husband if she wants to. Some Muslims may say that the
wife needs the help of a judge to decide if a condition has been broken. However, the conditions listed in the
sample contract are obvious and do not need a judge.

If you choose the option of divorce through violation of stated conditions, you still have the right to use other
measures under Muslim law such as negotiated (khul) or judicial (faskh) divorce.

The conditions listed in the sample contract are:

i. Condition of monogamy

The condition of monogamy is already included in the “Declarations relating to marriage” in
Part One of the sample contract, but it is repeated here as a condition that gives the wife the
option to divorce.

ii. Condition of no harm

This condition says that the husband promises not to hurt the wife physically or emotionally.
He also agrees that it is up to the wife to say whether or not she has been harmed. Harm
(darar) is a ground of divorce allowed by the Málikite school of law. Darar in the traditional
law was already fairly widely defined, so that it might include even psychological harm. In
many Muslim-majority countries today, darar is allowed as grounds for divorce.

iii. Condition of having intimate relations only with the spouse

The sample contract has only the husband sign this condition, but the Quranic verse cited 
forbids adultery of both spouses. It is important to understand that the Quran and traditional
law forbid a husband from being violent against his wife if he suspects or even knows that
she has been unfaithful. Suspicion against a wife of adultery is addressed in Quran 24:6-9.
These verses describe a formula for divorce. The husband bears witness and swears four times
that his wife has committed adultery, and then the wife bears witness and swears that she is
not an adulterer. No proof, punishment, or violence is involved, and the couple is immediately
divorced. One well-known hadith suggests that it is wrong for a man to accuse his wife of
adultery, even if he is certain it is true. In this hadith, the Prophet becomes very angry at a
man who insists on making the accusation (Bukhárí, Book of Divorce, Chapter of those who
allowed three divorces).

iv. Condition of not being away for long periods unless both spouses agree

This is a common condition in marriage contracts issued by governments in modern Muslim-
majority countries. In Canada, we suggest that the couple agree that one year of absence
leads to the option of divorce, because civil law in Canada says that this is the usual time 
that couples must be separated before they can divorce.
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v. Other conditions

You may add other conditions, provided that they are consistent with the basic marriage 
contract. For example, you cannot add a condition that there will be no mahr or no sexual
relations. If you add a condition that is not valid, your contract and your marriage will most
likely still be valid according to Muslim law. For more information about adding conditions 
to marriage contracts, read the information on pages 9–10.
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How to use the sample contract

• You may want to use the contract as it is, sign some parts of it and cross out others, or write
your own version.

• Remember that you will need two copies of your Muslim marriage contract, one for each spouse.
• Each spouse should consult a lawyer.
• When your contract is ready, both copies should be signed, dated and formally witnessed.
• Have both copies of the contract notarized or commissioned. Make sure that you follow the

local laws about having a contract notarized or commissioned.
• Keep your copy of the contract in a safe place.

NOTE: For ease of use, the Sample Contract is a separate piece in this Kit.

How to Use the Sample Contract
Six:
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Marriage Contract

Confirmation of a contract of marriage based on mutual consent and agreement between 

, born and of marriageable age according to 
[full name of wife] [day, month, year] 

Canadian civil law, and , born and of marriageable age
[full name of husband] [day, month, year] 

according to Canadian civil law, concluded on at 
[date] [place of wedding ceremony/signing of contract],

in the presence of and 
[full names of two witnesses]

The citizenship of the bride is . The citizenship of the groom is .

The place of intended residence of the couple is .
[country or jurisdiction]

The parties intend that this contract is a domestic contract under the terms of .
(name of statute)

We know that Canadian civil law applies to married couples, and we understand that signing
this contract does not take away civil rights. In particular we know that Canadian family law
with respect to custody, access and child support must be followed regardless of the content
of this marriage contract.

Signature of wife:

Signature of husband:

Signature of witness:

Signature of witness:
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Part One:
Declarations Relating to Marriage

D E C L A R AT I O N  T H AT  W E  A R E  F R E E  T O  M A R R Y  

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife]

each declare that today we are not married to any other person. We declare that we are not married by
civil marriage, nikáh or any other type of Muslim marriage in any country or jurisdiction.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife] 

each declare that as of today we have not promised to marry any other person in any country or jurisdiction.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife] 

each declare that as of today we are not involved in any action related to either civil marriage or Muslim
divorce. We also declare that any divorce proceedings we may have been involved in, both civil and Muslim,
have been completed before we sign this contract. We declare that any divorce we had outside of this 
jurisdiction is valid where we plan to live as husband and wife.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:
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D E C L A R AT I O N  O F  M O N O G A M Y

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife]

each declare that we will not try to marry any other person by either civil or Muslim marriage of any kind
while this marriage exists and while that each of us can exercise a right of divorce.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:

D E C L A R AT I O N  O F  T Y P E  O F  M A R R I A G E

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife]

confirm and agree that our marriage is the regular Muslim marriage, known as nikáh. We agree that the
marriage will confer the full rights of a nikáh and will last through time unless one of us ends the marriage
by divorce. This marriage is not a “marriage with intent to divorce.”

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:

D E C L A R AT I O N  O F  M A H R  –  A M O U N T

We, and ,
[full name of wife] [full name of husband]

agree on a mahr as follows:

Signature of wife: Signature of husband:
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We, and ,
[full name of wife] [full name of husband]

confirm that the amount of mahr listed in this contract was agreed upon by free negotiation between us.

Signature of wife: Signature of husband:

We, and ,
[full name of wife] [full name of husband]

are aware that by signing this contract, has an obligation to pay the 
[full name of husband]

mahr to and that this obligation may be enforceable by law. Payment 
[full name of wife]

of the mahr is a condition of this contract, in spite of any other rights, obligations, and remedies that may
exist now or at any time between husband and wife. We both agree that the mahr is the property of the
wife and an asset owned by the wife before marriage; it is not an asset that will be divided if a divorce occurs.

Signature of wife: Signature of husband:

D E C L A R AT I O N  O F  M A H R  –  T I M E  O F  P A Y M E N T

We, and ,
[full name of wife] [full name of husband]

agree that the mahr shall be delivered to the wife 
[full name of wife] 

as follows:

Signature of wife: Signature of husband:
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D E C L A R AT I O N  A B O U T  O B E D I E N C E

We, and ,
[full name of wife] [full name of husband]

do not believe that obediece of a wife to her husband is part of an ideal Muslim marriage. We promise 
to build a relationship based on equality and respect for each other. We promise that we will consult with
each other and that neither one of us will have special authority or power over the other.

Signature of wife: Signature of husband:

D E C L A R AT I O N  O F  N O  F O R C E  O R  V I O L E N C E  

We, and ,
[full name of wife] [full name of husband]

each declare that we will not use violence of any kind in the marriage and that we will not use force or
pressure in our personal relations. We also confirm that each of us has a full right of choice in matters 
having to do with intimate relations.

Signature of wife: Signature of husband:

D E C L A R AT I O N  A B O U T  E D U C AT I O N A N D W O R K  

We, and ,
[full name of wife] [full name of husband]

agree that will complete , education to  
[name of wife, husband, or both] [his/her/our] 

the level of and that we will do the best to support each others’
[degree or other details of study]

learning and that each of us has the right to work as we choose.

Signature of wife: Signature of husband:
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D E C L A R AT I O N  A B O U T  H O U S E H O L D  R E S P O N S I B I L I T I E S

We, and ,
[full name of wife] [full name of husband]

agree in principle and in a spirit of open cooperation that we will divide housework equally. We will take
into account the duties each of us has outside the home, such as those related to work and education. We
each agree that we will be respectful and constructive if we need to talk about any inequality or unfairness.

Signature of wife: Signature of husband:

Part Two:
Declarations Relating to Religious Divorce

D E C L A R AT I O N  O F  S E E K I N G  R E C O N C I L I AT I O N  B E F O R E  D I V O R C E

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife]

pledge that if either of us is considering a Muslim or civil divorce, the parties will contemplate seeking 
reconciliation before drawing up the written declaration of divorce, in accord with the word of God in the
Quran (4:35): “If you fear a breakdown between them, send arbiters, one from his side and one from hers;

and if they wish to reconcile, God will bring them together....” 

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:
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D E C L A R AT I O N  O F  D I V O R C E  I N  W R I T I N G

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife]

pledge that if either of us wants to have a Muslim divorce, the person divorcing will write up a paper document
that is signed, dated, and notarized or commissioned. They will write, sign and notarize or commission the
statement of divorce as soon as the divorce is started and make sure that it is delivered to the spouse being
divorced within days of that date. We understand that this declaration does not make or begin a civil
divorce and that we must take other action to get a civil divorce.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:

D E C L A R AT I O N  O F  F O L L O W I N G  T H E  P R A C T I C E  ( S U N N A H )  O F  T H E  

P R O P H E T,  P E A C E  B E  U P O N  H I M

I, , pledge that if I wish to divorce my wife through my own 
[full name of husband]

pronouncement of taláq, I will only follow the best practice (Sunnah) of the Prophet. This means I will 
pronounce divorce only once, in a time of “purity” (tuhr, i.e. the time between menstrual periods), during
which I will not have intercourse with my wife. It also means that the divorce will become final after a
“waiting period” (iddah) of three menstrual cycles if my wife is menstruating, or after three lunar months 
if she is not. Following Quran 2: 228, “Divorced women shall wait, watching over themselves, for three

periods,” my wife will count her own menstrual periods and I will respect her count.

Signature of husband:
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I, , pledge that I will fully maintain my wife at least until 
[full name of husband]

the end of her waiting period, in accord with Quran 65: 6, “House them [women in iddah] in 

the same way you are housed, and do not harm them so as to make their lives difficult.” I consider this
undertaking to be a religious and moral obligation in addition to my civil obligations under the law.

Signature of husband:

I, , pledge, in accord with the practice (Sunnah) of the 
[full name of husband]

Prophet, that I shall not pronounce divorce if it is known that my wife is pregnant; but that if she is 
nevertheless found to be pregnant after divorce is pronounced, that I shall support her fully at least until
birth of the child, in accord with Quran 65: 4 “as for those who are with child, their waiting period shall

last until they deliver” and Quran 65: 6: “support them until they give birth.” I consider this undertaking 
to be a religious and moral obligation in addition to my civil obligations under the law.

Signature of husband:

In accord with the standards of a Sunnah divorce, all mahr remaining shall be due upon divorce, without
any part subtracted.

Signature of husband:

I pledge not to pronounce any kind of divorce against my wife that does not meet the highest Sunnah
standard; thus to refrain from all bidah (anti-Sunnah) practices, including pronouncing divorce three times
at once. I further pledge to let the waiting period, whether three menstrual cycles or three lunar months,
run its course until the divorce becomes final without taking my wife back, unless she agrees.

Signature of husband:
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I understand that if my wife agrees to come back during the waiting period, a second pronouncement of
taláq later in my marriage will lower that second divorce to a moral standard lesser than the best Sunnah
of the Prophet; but I shall again follow the procedure outlined in the preceding clauses in order to not
lower the standard further. I understand that if my wife agrees to come back during the waiting period of 
a second pronouncement of taláq, a third pronouncement on my part shall automatically result, in accord
with the Quran (2: 229-30) and Muslim law, in a final divorce immediately upon that pronouncement,
without any opportunity to reconcile during the waiting period.

Signature of husband:

D E C L A R AT I O N  A B O U T  W H E R E  W E  W I L L  G E T  A  C I V I L  D I V O R C E

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife]

pledge to seek and complete any civil divorce in the jurisdiction of 

.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:

D E C L A R AT I O N  A B O U T  E N D I N G  A  M A R R I A G E  S U B S I S T I N G  I N   

A N O T H E R  J U R I S D I C T I O N

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife]

pledge to facilitate and grant a divorce in a foreign jurisdiction where our marriage may continue to exist
after our civil divorce is final.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:
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.Part Three:
Granting Power of Divorce to the Wife

A )  R E L I G I O U S  D I V O R C E  U P O N  C I V I L  D I V O R C E  

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife]

each declare that we believe that getting a civil divorce gives us a Muslim religious divorce. When the civil
divorce is final, each of us will consider that we are religiously divorced. We understand that any remaining
mahr will be due when the civil divorce is final.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:

If you choose this option, strike B, C, D 

B )  P O W E R  O F  D I V O R C E  T H R O U G H  D E L E G AT I O N

I, , say to my bride and wife, “Divorce yourself whenever  
[full name of husband]

you wish with a final divorce” [or “Your affair is in your hand for a final divorce, or three divorces”].
I now give unconditional power of divorce to my wife so that she can begin a final divorce at any time.
I cannot decide later that I no longer want her to have the power of divorce. We understand that any
remaining mahr will be due upon divorce.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:

If you choose this option, strike A, C, D.
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C )  H U S B A N D ’ S  S U N N A H  D I V O R C E  U P O N  C I V I L  D I V O R C E

I, , agree to pronounce a divorce according to the best 
[full name of husband]

Sunnah of the Prophet when the civil divorce is completed. I understand that any remaining mahr will be
due upon divorce.

Signature of wife: Signature of husband:

If you choose this option, strike A, B, D.

D )  D I V O R C E  U P O N  V I O L AT I O N  O F  S TAT E D  C O N D I T I O N S

I, , place the power and option of divorce in the hands
[full name of husband]

of my wife if any of the conditions agreed to below are violated. We understand that any remaining mahr

will be due upon divorce. We understand that the wife’s options for Muslim religious divorce are not limited to
the agreed conditions. Agreeing to allow the wife to divorce if these conditions are broken does not affect
other measures available in Muslim law such as negotiated (khul) or judicial (faskh) divorce.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:

If you choose this option, strike A, B, C and sign the conditions you agree to below.

i. Condition of monogamy 

I, , agree not to contract a civil marriage or Muslim 
[full name of husband]

marriage of any kind, including mutah, while I am married to 
[full name of wife].

Signature of husband:
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ii. Condition of no harm

I, , agree not harm my wife physically or psychologically.
[full name of husband]

I understand that a claim of harm by my wife does not require her to show physical evidence or bring 
witnesses.

Signature of husband:

iii. Condition of having intimate relations only with the spouse

I, , pledge that I will not have intimate relations with other
[full name of husband]

persons while I am married, in accord with Quran 24:3, “The adulterer cannot be married to anyone but an

adulteress or idolatress, and the adulteress cannot be married to anyone but an adulterer or idolater.”

Signature of husband:

iv. Condition of not being away for long periods unless both spouses agree

We, and ,
[full name of husband] [full name of wife]

each agree not to live apart from the other for more than without having our
spouse agree to that absence before we go.

Signature of husband: Signature of wife:
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